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Prime power divisors of binomial coefficients:
Reprise
By /. W. Sander at Hannover
In [1], we proved an old conjecture of P. Erdös by showing that, given a positive
integer j, for each sufficiently large n, there is a prime p such that
Pj i2"}·\» J
As K. Ramachandra recently pointed out to me, Erdös once asked him in a letter if the
following holds.
Proposition. Lei j be a positive integer. For sufficiently large n, there is a prime p
such that
p' K2")·\\n)
( 2n\1.n
 J
This can be dealt with by the method introduced in section 5 of [1]. In particular,
we consider
where {x} denotes the fractional part of the real number x. By Theorem 3 of [1], Kj(n) > 0
for sufficiently large n. Hence
n =
for some prime p with *-p<ni<p(l^ igj) and 0 £ n0 < -p. By Kummer's lemma
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(1)
In fact, we can show much more by applying the following lemma which is a corollary
to a recent upper bound for exponential sums of the type
with e(x)*=e2*1* for real x.
Lemma (= Proposition 2 in [2]). For 0 < σ( <£ l (l ^ i g 7),
0 < ε ^  l /12, H>e have
/^ -at ...σ,π(Ρ)
where c2 and c3 are some positive absolute constants, and
Theorem. For sufficiently large n, there are s = s (n) primes pl9 . . . , ps with
( log« US(ri) V (log log rif
Proo/. We follow the proof of Proposition 3 in [2]. Let j > C0,
where C„ and C are some absolute positive constants. Applying the lemma for x>= n ^  N0,
, and Ρ*=ηί/(*+» resp. P<= (3«/2)1/ +1), we obtain
^
(Λ)
- (i)' ('((l*)7*1) ~π^)\ *4
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Clearly,
for some absolute positive constant c6. Consequently,
Kj(n) * ci,
for yet another positive absolute constant c7.
As in the proof of Proposition 3 in [2], we conclude that Kj(n) > 0. Hence, by the
same argument äs the one leading to (1),
for some prime pj9
In order to prove the theorem, we may assume without loss of generality that
n > c<co + i)10o<»s<Co + D)3
By the above reasoning, (2) holds for any j > C0 satisfying
In other words, (2) holds for all j with
^
 J
 Vdog;)V
SufBcient for this is
r <i~( log*
For j :£ C0, (2) is rather easy to verify if n is large enough. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
Remark. We end this article by pointing out that the results obtained in the
Proposition and the Theorem can be extended to binomial coefficients
by the above methods, if m is sufficiently large and | m - k | is "small" in comparison with m
(see [1]).
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